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Somewhere in the darkness of a
sentimental past, crickets had delighted
him.
Crickets had once invited warmth to cold nights
under radiant skies. they’d once made his wife’s
sweet nearness under a moon-through-branches
that much more intoxicating. they’d shone the
night sky brighter, made the sleeping bag snugger,
and unrattled his father’s breathing.
he could no longer recall this time easily, but
elusive memories visited in bursts during morning
rush-hour traffic, in the dryness of his cubicle, or
as he sat alone at the dinner table. unbidden pulses
brought reminiscences of how cricket-sounds
could illuminate nights and lap up the dark weight
of days.
a burst brought him a moment. he and his
father had gone camping and run low on food so
they’d filled flour tortillas with a mixture of refried
beans and corned-beef hash. ravenously they’d
devoured their simple feast and then sat in
crepuscular contentment. Later, lying under those
magnetic desert stars, taking in the dampness of
the rio grande, listening to the evening sounds of
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cricket, owl, coyote, and his father, he recalled a
perfect fullness of belly and spirit.the languid
scent of river edges steeped these memories as he
drove to the office. It brought him elsewhere for a
glorious sliver until a rude driver brought him back
with a jerk. his hands tightened hard on the
wheel, shoulders tensing already from a day which
had only just begun.
Last night there’d been too little sleep.
Last night’s incessant chirping of river-edge
smells and moon-through-branches had brought
him no peace. It had delivered him instead to
today’s rawness.
a plethora of rain provoked cricket season this
year with a vengeance, the extra damp soil stirring
deeper genus Gryllus rhythms than usual. Females
especially craved the wet earth of fall, for it eased
their needle-like ovipositors through the burying of
eggs, fifty at once, before bitter winter cold came
to kill adults of the species. this year their cravings
and stridulations reached far beyond the outdoors.
almost as if invited by the emptiness, multitudes of
the insects herded themselves inside his home,
invading time and space that wasn’t cricket-time,
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cricket-space. the season had only just
begun and already serrated-rubbing had
begun kneading him mad.
Dark brown abandoned legs already littered his
floor. Instinct took over, causing the insects to
autotomize back limbs when threatened. and
threatened they remained; cannibalization became
the norm in the strange habitat of his home where
there was so little else to eat. here, the insects
were apt to drop both rear limbs even though it
meant locomotion no more and therefore, certain
death.
It meant also no lovemaking once a female
responded to a male’s desperate beckoning.
tiny angles by the dozens reposed throughout
the house and, with each abandoned leg discovered
stuck to the carpet lost dreams rubbed him ever
rawer. Soon, too, a ripening perfume scented the
air, arising from gases let loose from so many
hidden dead one-inch arthropods tucked into
anonymous crevices at the cease of 90-day lifecycles.
the madness slid tolerably over him at first,
slip-sliding in with the snug-flannel essence of his
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remembering. but when
crickets began dancing onto his
dinner plate, streaming into his
shower, and chewing at his
clothing, he became mired in
its mud. attracted by his
reading lamp, the glossy bugs
bounced through his bedroom,
using large muscles on their
hind legs in tandem with
spurs to spring into the air
they ricocheted off his
forehead,
violently
interrupting
his attempts
at nightly
book-escapes.
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but once the sting of spurs-on-skin settled,
escape still did not come since the clamoring of
chirps scattered his mind wordless against the
pages in front of him.
under the intimacy of those desert stars, his
father had told him how only males chirp. that
they do so by rubbing portions of their wings
together, not their legs as many believed, and only
for four reasons: to attract a female, to repel
another male, to sweet talk a female that’s been
successfully attracted, and to celebrate lovemaking.
With the first beats of their first songs he
recalled this, those early notes ushering him back
beside his lost wife on the porch swing, honey soft
hair trickling across his fingertips, arm loosely
draped. yes, those first male stridulations brought
him back to fullness of belly and spirit, life once
again teeming and whole.
two years ago the call had come just as he’d
arrived at work: she’d died during morning rushhour traffic. and now, brimming with incessant
cricket-time, cricket-space, the splintered place
beside him washed completely full of emptiness.
those nightly moments of mutual magic on the
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porch swing decayed, finally, along with
all else.
With the unceasing serenades, the moving of
combed wings rubbed at every single inch of every
single nerve. he remembered the first true
awareness of this when it arrived tuesday of last
week, the same day a big-haired blonde on her cell
phone cut him off. as he dodged her SuV, a
cricket began a soulful shimmy along his forearm.
he swatted at it, but it eluded him, burying itself
under his seat. From its space of safety, the insect
desperately called for a mate, for with the heater
on the morning air breathed hot and in higher
temperatures a cricket’s stridulations pick up
speed. breathlessly, this one’s rhythms took on a
frantic pace.
turning up the radio hadn’t helped; the mad
insect music still percolated through. and now, no
river-edge smells swelled along. Nor were there
glimpses of sweet nearness. No reminiscent bursts
of moonlight-through-branches. No. only the
gaunt shuffle of unmasked desperation.
the next night one woke him as it bounced chin
to hand, jarring him from a dream in which she
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and his father weaved hands with him in fragrant
pines. together the three of them had been present
to that glorious wink of a
moment when cicadadusk fades into
cricket-evening.
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once awakened, pine-less, alone, he rose
to use the bathroom, traveling through
the dark faux-field
between bed
and toilet and
encountered
far too many
bodies along
the way.
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each crunch crushed more of his sanity. each
step awoke caustic parts of him born with her
burial.
they now frequently traveled into the caverns of
his sleep. Nightly they startled him awake, landing
roughly upon his cheek, clinging with those sharp
spurred legs. and, since instinct drives field
crickets to seek the damp and head underneath for
food and protection, they often journeyed to the
world under the sheets.
Four times last night they’d woken him up.
Four times he’d sat bolt upright in his sleep,
swatting and slapping at night air and twisted
covers.
the cricket-trip-to-the-store hadn’t been cheap;
he’d bought five cans, ripe and ready for violent
shaking.
as he drove, the bag settled thickly down into
his lap. the fifteen minutes home seemed an
eternity. Just thinking of the killing made him
happier than he’d felt in so very long. he fantasized
about the eradication of fragmented nights of sleep
and dreamt of having back dreams, filled spaces of
old moments. he dreamt of dreaming of the
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snugness of love safe from rush-hour
traffic and of an un-splintered, sweetly
perfumed world let loose of tiny angles.
he dreamt of the wholeness of dreaming of her.
he walked into his house already shaking one of
the cans, crickets-soon-to-be-crunched-andpoisoned gathered in greeting at the door.
he began by spraying next to the bed, under its
edges, under the nightstand. he sprayed deep into
his magazine rack, soaking the pages living in it,
not caring about what lay in the poison’s path. he
sprayed a border around the bedroom then worked
his way across to the bathroom.
he drew patterns mimicking the Christmas-tree
like shapes along their hind legs, which point
backwards to help them grasp surfaces better.
With a fresh can he spelled his name on the
carpet near the living room. More letters spewed
forth, now in cursive.
Finally, exhausted, time came for a good night’s
sleep.
at 12:02 they descended, one jumping on his
cheek, another on his forehead. as he startled
awake, he crushed another lying in wait under his
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buttocks and pressed
down upon brittle
wetness. their audacity
ebbed at pieces of him
which somehow had
remained intact. It was as if
something that had started
the winter of his junior
year, when his father died,
was finally finishing itself
and preparing to sift
through its own remains.
the next night he
repeated the spraying,
adding to it the entry area,
inside and outside the front door,
the door itself. he moved through the bedroom
again, adding his middle name to his first, writing
the name of his father in all caps.
In the kitchen, the rest of the fifth can ran out.
and so, too, did he.
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on the way home the next
day, he smiled as he cut off
someone in a mini-van,
veering over to exit at the last
minute. Just to be safe, he
purchased ten cans.
he doused extra the bed
area, making sure to soak
well the brick wall above
and to saturate the cloth
on the nightstand. he
coated the comforter and
his pillow, reasoning that
they might dry by bedtime.
by the time he’d popped
the cap on that night’s fourth
can of bug spray, he’d written her first, middle, and
last name in myriad places throughout his empty
space.
Finger tight on nozzle, he next sprayed I-hateyou-I-hate-you-I-hate-you. each brown-black body
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he saw prompted again the
motif, while he ignored
growing finger-tight-onnozzle pain from a bleeding
sore that had developed. Ihate-you I-hate-you I-hate-you
I-hate-you I-hate-you sprang
forth over and over, until the
venomous juice came only in
spurts and, finally, could spurt
no more.
he slept, membranes
congested, until nearly three
in the morning when he
discovered the cricket saltseeking between his toes.
When he threw back the
covers, he found three more
underneath, all one-legged,
attempting vainly to stand
upright.
he opened his mouth to bellow the guttural
sounds demanding release, but no sonance could
squeeze through the inflated tunnel of his throat.
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he could barely breathe, but he barely noticed as
he pounced for more poison.
Depleted, he collapsed onto gritty sheets and
slept fitfully wheezing through swollen nasal
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passages until morning made him rise
and once again face traffic.
he drove slowly to work and even slower
home. they were waiting for him when he
returned, singing already. If he didn’t know the
true meaning of their warbling
he’d believe they were
glad to see him.
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Mechanically, he grabbed a can of spray and went
to work, wiping his nose when it began to bleed.
today’s mantra patterned his mind: finger-tighton-nozzle-push-spray-shake,
finger-tight-on-nozzle-push-spray-shake, fingertight-on-nozzle-push-spray-shake. Mentally
chanting finger-tight-on-nozzle-push-spray-shake
he fell, finger oozing, into the blissful arms of the
present for the first time in two years.
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by the time he exhausted the very last
can, he could no longer smell the toxins
nor the decay. he no longer felt the inside of his
throat or the need to scream. his eyes, nearly
sealed shut, burned; he could see nothing clearly.
his tongue swelled fuzzy.
he collapsed into darkness, starless and without
sentiment.
at 1:37, five of the genus Gryllus, six-legged all,
songlessly found his breathing rattled. one began
by ferreting lunch remnants off his cheek, three
explored his briny undercover dampness, while
an intense craving
for protein
burrowed the
last one deep
into his
carotene-rich
hair.
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Bio: the work of Mary o. Parker includes lots of magazine articles
on a variety of topics; however, opportunities for authentic
expression--e.g. those which bypass the towering blaze of advertiser
approval--provide her true sustenance and keep her from stabbing
herself with a pen.
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